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ABSTRAC"I

A relatively rapid and practical method for determining
mineral proportions in granitic rocks by X-ray diffraction
is derived from 32 samples of tie Cornelia (Arizona) plu-
ton. Forty-three additional samples from that pluton pro-
vide an independent test of tle method and 4l specimens
fromtle Rocky Hill (California) and Cornucopia (Oregon)
plutons test its applicability to otho granitoid rocks. Opti-
cally derived modes of known precision are used as
standards and for testing performance of the method.
Quartz, K-feldspar, amphibole and biotite are determined
with average errors estimated to be no larger than those
associated with optical modes. Average errors for
plagioclase probably are somewhat larger in the X-ray esti-
mates. Except for biotite, the X-ray peaks employed seem
not to have been used previously in quantitative work of
this type, and the data transformations that are integral
to the method are ne\r'. Estimates derive from fixed-time
counts on single peaks for each phase except plagioclase;
for it, an intensity-ratio method using all five peaks is
employed. A complete analysis for tle live phases requires
50minutes of machinetime, withtheattendon of aninstru-
ment technician. Sample powders are prepared and
pressure-mounted exactly as for X-ray-fluorescence anal-
ysis; thus, tle six-minute preparation time per sample (by
batch methods) will not constitute an additional cost in
many studic. Development work is required for'use in otler
laboratoris, but thorough testing shows that the princrpal
capabilities needed by petrologists in the routine study of
ganitic rock compositions are approximately as well
achieved by tlis method as they are by the microscope.

Keywords: quantitative X-ray diffraction, powder metlod,
X rays, modal analysis, quantitative mineralogical anal-

" 
ysis, granitic rocks, intensity-ratio method.

Solvft{AIRE

Nous proposons une m6tlode relativement rapide et pra-
tique d'6valuation par diffraction X de la proportion des
min€raux dans les roches granitiques. La m€thode a &6 6ta-
blie l partir de donn€es sur 32 6chantillons pr€lev6s du plu-
ton de Cornelia, en Arizona. Quarante-trois €chantilons
de ce massif servent de contrOles, et 41 dchantillons des plu-
tons de Rocky Hill (Californie) et Cornucopia (Or€on) ser-
vent d 6valuer I'applicabilit6 de la m6thode d des roches
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granitiques d'autres complexes. Les r6sultats d'analyses
modales, dont la prdcision est connue, sont utilis& comme
dtalons et comne exemples pratiques. La proportion de
quartz, feldspath potassique, amphibole et biotite e.st 6va-
lude avec une marge d'erreur jug€e du mfue ordre de gran-
deur qu'avec une analyse modale visuelle. Pour le plagio-
clase, l'erreur moyenne d6passe probablement celle qui
serait associde d une dnalyse modale. Sauf pour la biotite,
tes pics de diffraction pr6f6rds ne semblent pas avoir €t6
utilis& auparavant dans des 6tudes quantitatives de ce genre'

et les transformations des donn€€$ qui font partieint6grale
de cette m&hode sont nouvelles. Le comptage de pics sp6-
cifiques pour un temps limitd est d I'origine des donnds
de base pour chaque phase sauf pour le plagioclase. Pour
cette dernibre, c'e$t une m6thode de rapports d'intensit6
de cinq piss qui est utilisde. Un prdlbvenent complet ds
intensit6 pour le cinq phasc requiert 50 minutes de comp-
tage, en pr&ence d'un technicien. Les 6chantillons doivent
d'abord etre rdduits en poudre et comprimds de la meme
fagon que pour une pastile destinee i une analyse par flrro-
resc€nce X. Ainsi, la dur6e de pr6paration des dchantillons
en groupe (six minutes chacun) n'occasionnera pas de
dEpenses additionnelles dans la plupart des 6tudes. Un tra-
vail de ddveloppement sera n€ce$sate dans les auhes labo-
ratoires. A la suite de nos tests detaill€s, nous prdconisons
que pour la plupart des applications ordinaires dans ls 6tu-
des p€trologique.s des roches granitiques, notre m6thode
produira des r€sultats aussi bons qu'avec le microscope.

(traduit par la R6dastion)

Mots<Ms: diffraction X, m6thode des poudres, analyse
modale quautitative, roches granitiques, mdthode des
rapports d'intensit6.

INIRoDUcrloN

As petrologists intent on characterizing granitic

rocks, we conducted this study to find an alterna-
tive to point counting by microscope in establishing
the proportions of major mineral phases present (the

mode). The standard microscopic method is both

tedious and expensive, and a significant sampling
problem is posed by medium- to coarse-grained gra'

nites. Large thin sections or sawed slab areas must
be counted in order to control the precision and accu-
rasy of modes for one hand samplet and several such
saqples may be required to obtain a repres€ntative*Deceased.
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mode for a single outcrop @merson 1964, Morton
et al. 1969, Chayes 195Q. Analysis of large numbers
of outcrops readily becomes too expensive to con-
template. This problem can be resolyed by making
a homogeneous composite of powder bulked from
several hand spmples if a suitable instrumental
method of modal analysis uging powders is availa-
ble. Although not tle main concern leading to this
study, the power to resolve alteration products by
quantitative X-ray-diffraction (XRD) methods also
recommends their development for granitic rocks.

The potential of quantitative XRD has been inves-
tigated repeatedly since tle 1960s, following the
important treatise of Klug & Alexander (1954) and
Tatlock's pioneering study applied to rhyolites
(1960. The current investigation focuses attention
on the limited compositional range of eranitoid
rocks. The method cannot be expected to be more
broadly applicable. The narrow scope probably con-
tributes to the finding of a log-linear response of
XRD intensities to phase concentration, and permits
adoption of a rapid and familiar sample-preparation
proccs that takes no special cognizance ofthe effects
of grinding differences among samples. Further-
more, focusing on granites permits point-count
modes to be used as standards in developing calibra-
tion curves. Thougb optical modes are measured with
significant error, use of Identity Change numbers (IC
numbers, measures of coarseuess: Chayes 1950
allows estimation of that error. This study adopts
the premise that optical modes of known precision,
where available, are preferable as standards both to
norms calculated from chemical composition and to
preparation of artificial mixtures from pure mine-
ral specimens.

Among the methods previously proposed are a
number that might produce useful XRD modes of
granites. All, however, have one or two attributes
ttrat we were relustant to adopt. Some require lengthy
steps in sample conditioning, or installation of
unfamiliar metlods and equipment for sample
preparation. None have undergone extensive empir-
ical tests of performance on granites. For natural
granites, eight samples is the largest number known
to the writers to have been used i1 1 sample-b!-
sample comparison of an XRD method witl an alter-
native. Maniar & Cooke (1987) use 42 samples to
compare pluton mean values derived by the two
mettrods, but could not contrast performance on
each sample because XRD and optical data origi-
nated from different samples and localities. Because
we believed tlat a comprehensive test over a wide
lange of granitic compositions and fabrics should
be required of any method before application, we
decided to try to develop a method that had tle
attributes we desired for routine petrological appli-
cation. These were: (1) execution speeds appropri-
ate for analyzing hundreds of specimens, (2) use of

powders prepared routinely as for X-ray-fluorescence
analysis, and (3) performance documented by empir-
ical tests over a broad range ofgranitic rocks. The
method described has the simplicity and speed inrou-
tine analysis that we set out to achieve. It was
presented in preliminary form as an abstract
(Wadsworth & Baird 1985), as was an application
to a traverse across the Southern California batholith
(Baird & Wadsworth 1985).

To the extent that the design of our study differs
from that of most other recenl ones, explanation
resides in adoption of an empirical, in places statisti-
cal, approach. This derives from our inslinations and
abilities, ratler ttran from a belief that this approach
inherently is superior to another. The differences in
philosophy underlying stochastic and deterministic
research designs have long been recognized and
debated (Leopold & Langbein 1963, Makin 1963).
Both typa of designs, however, finatly will be judged
by geologists from their performance in large-scale
tests on real specimens of scientific interest. This
paper provides such tests for the method proposed.

METHoDS

The metlod was developed using 32 samples from
the Cornelia pluton of Arizona (Wadsworth 1968;
1975) as a pilot study. An independent test of the
procedure was provided by 43 additional Cornelia
samples. To test applicability to other granitic plu-
tons, 3l samples from the Rocky Hill stosk of
California (Putnam &Alfors 1969) and l0 from the
Cornucopia tonalite of Oregon (Taubeneck 1967)
were employed. These plutons were chosen because
the precision of tleir optically determined modes is
known through Identity Change numbers (Chayes
l95Q available for each sample. As a result, the rela-
tive amounts of error in XRD and optical methods
can be compared. Figure I demonstrates the broad
compositional range exhibited by Cornelia speci-
mens, and the distinctly different modal composi-
tions of the other plutons. Among the three suites,
a large pafr of the granitic range is encompassed.

Sample preparation

Powder is prepared exactly as it is for X-ray
fluorescence (XRF) analysis in our laboratory, using
a five-minute grind of plate-pulverized material in
a Pica ball mill with a tool steel vial and three steel
balls. Particle diameters are expected to range from
0.@2 mm to 0.01 mm @aird & Henke 1965, Mad-
lem 196Q. Powders are pressed, $'ithout heating, at
T00kg/c# into briquettes 2.5 cm in diameter lrith
0.2 cn rims and a thick (0.5 on) backing of phenolic
@uehler, Ltd., No. 2G35m{80). Powdered sample
tlickness is not controlled other than to be obviously
greater than "infinite tlickness" to copper radiation.
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This thiskness requires approximately 1.0 g of gra-
nitic rock powder. Pressing dies are similar to those
dscribed by Baird (1961) except of smaller diameter.
A sample holder was machined from aluminum stock
to hold these cylindrical samples under the spring clip
of tle theta axis of a Philips diffractometer. One
benefrt that results from adoption ofthis procedure
is that XRD modal analyses and XRF chemical ana-
lyses (on unfused powders) can be performed on
exactly the same powder surface.

Prior studies have employed lenethy or complex
grinding and mounting steps (Ot6lora & Hess 1969,
Petruk 1964, Smith et sl. 1969), including density
separation and analysis of the fractions @rdosh
1967), A simpler but less familiar preparation
involves deposition on a filter from aerosol suspen-
sion @avis & Johnson 1982, Davis & Walawender
1982). Others have added a heavy absorber (Flintner
1975), an internal standard (Bristol 1968), or have
blended pairs of samples (Moore 1968). Flintner
(1975) pressur+packed his powder, but most others
have attempted to achieve random orientation of
crystallites. Loading under controlled pressure seerui
to yield acceptably reproducible packing characteris-
tics, and it has an advantage ia simplifying the
diffraction spectrum of a complex mixture (by
enhancing intensities of some cleavage-favored orien-
tations and reducing others). Samples mounted this
way are durable and with moderate care can be
retained for many years, a property of particular
value for calibration standards.

Instrurnentation snd operation

Peak searchs, and sounts made on peaks located'
are conducted under software control. The search
sange selected, the stepping interval within that
range, and the fixed-time duration for counting on
the peak Clable 1), ar9 selected by the operator. The
diffractometer can be programmed to perform suc-
cessive searches and counts automatically. Search
ralges were refined throughout the study as new
suites of samples indicated a need for change. The
stepping interval was chosen as 0.02o 20, with each
step counted for 10 or 20 s as a compromise between
accuracy of peak location and length of analytical
time. To provide day-to-day calibration, the output
of the X-ray generator was adjusted to a standard
count on the biotite peak of a sample known to
exhibit small repositioning errors. The stability of
the X-ray generator (powered from a line-voltage
regulator) over eight-hour periods was measured as
many times better tlan sample-positisning errors.

Choice o/ standards

Our decision to use optically determined modes
of granitis rocks as standards is based on the wish

K-FELDSPAR AMPHIBOLE+BIOTITE

Frc. l. Variration among all data from the tfuee plutons
as defined by optical modes.

to be certain ttrat results can be applied appropri-
ately to natural granitic suites. Pure minerals used
to fabricate standards cannot be expected to grind
identically to rocks. Also, the matrix for maior
phases in some granites is more complex than artifi-
cial mixtures reported in the literature may reflect.
Whereas thesemaynotbe serious problems in model-
ing granites, we prefer to avoid the uncertainty.
Norms calculated from chemical analyses have been
used to define calibration curves in several prwious
studies. For extremely fine-grained or altered rocks
there may be little choice (latlock 196O. Flintner
(1975) made a strong case that norms are preferable
to optical modes because the latter sample too small
a volume of rock. The serious deficiency that may
exist in this approach, however, is demonstrated by
Morton et al. (1969), who found exceptionally small
chemical variation and extreme modal variation to
characterize the same granitoid pluton.

Chung's methods (1974a,b,1975), which use ratios
among reference intensities from random orienta-

TABLE 1. INSTRIJI.IENT PARAI4ETERS FOR XRD ANALYSES:
PHILTPS ELECTRONIC IIISTRIJIiIETTS APD 3520

Mineral Nominal
Peak hkl
( .20)  _

Blotite 8.82 001
K-feldspar 22.54 111
Plagiociase 31.43 131
Anphlbole 33.00 151
Quartz 68.31 301

Search Search Count at Peak
Ranqe Steos Search Step Count
( '20)  (s )  (s )

.2A 14 20 30

.28 14 20 60

.20 10 20 60

.24 L2 20 60

.20 10 10 30

^o 
ooh ool

-",ouaj

NoTES: CuKa, 35kV, 20nA' PHA used, graphite mnochrcmeter' no
sanple.splnner; generator output adJusted to standard smple
(see tex t  fo r  d iscuss ion) .
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tion, are simple in concept. They depend, in part,
on achievement of random orientation in the sam-
ple. The aerosol suspension procedure @avis &
Johnson 1982, Davis & Walawender 1982) has been
proposed to accomplish ttris. We wished, however,
to work with sample material prepared identically
for both XRD and XRF analyses, and thus to erind
and pack samples in the conventional way. The
reference-intensity-ratio method also requires
appropriate reference standards for the phases
involved in an application. There is some uncertainty
about the sensitivity of the metlod to compositional
differences in solid-solution phases between the refer-
ence standards and the sample unknowns (c/.
Pawloski 1985, Davis 1987).

A different approach does away with standards
and calibration curyes in the conventional sense.
Zet'tn (1977) and Starks et al. (1984) used major-
element chemical data and XRD intensities in mul-
tivariate statistical designs to derive XRD modes.
This approach does not meet our need for a rapid
u14 simple procedure. Rocks of the Cornelia plu-
ton sould require both XRD and chemical analyses
of nine or more subsamples for each sample whose
XRD mode we sought to determine.

Peak selection

Ninety-two peaks in the range from 4o to 75" N
were identified among chart scans for 25 Cornelia

specimens, and correlation was inspected between
peak height and phase conc€ntration known from
optical modes. Seventeen peaks tlat seemed to have
potential were remeasured by fixed counts made on
peak maxima. Selestion among alternate peaks for
a given phase was based on the degree of scatter
observed about the regression curve of X-ray inten-
sity on conc€ntration. Decisions were simply made
because the peaks selected performed distinctly bet-
ter than theL alternatives. The 110 and 151 horn-
blende peaks provide an example. As the principal
hornblende peak, and the only principal peak of any
phase clearly free of interference, I l0 was the most
obvious candidate for quantitative use among all 92
peaks. Linear calibration-curve fit to 25 samples was
6590, increasing to 66r/0 and7it/o as first one, and
tlen ttrree, exfeme values were deleted. Correspond-
ing fits for calibration using the much smaller and
less isolated 151 peak were 74t/0,86t/o and 9190. The
two cases were reasonably comparable because both
data sets had precisely three distinct (though differ-
ent) outliers. This difference in performance is sig-
nificant and reproducible, so the 151 peak (Fig, 2)
was selected for amphibole determinations. The
source of greater dispersion in intensities from I 10
is not known, but it could relate to variation in degree
of preferred orientation for tlese cleavage planes.
Most of the extreme outliers in intensities from 151
are caused by interference from hematite or
orthopyroxene (or both). Among 85 samples for

k'. j\,,r*/ /[,,il "'.
? -,*r .r- tiifl/ /l i 

'nJ[

t$TffiJil$t\ r]Jril\/- \t[t[* .r"
, 8! s,2 , Sample 94 21 22

|4, 6,9 , 6,? ,o20

Ftc. 2. Tracings of the diffraction spectra surrounding peaks measured for three minerals, in tbree samples of the Come-
lia pluton. Percentages are optically determined modal contents. Chart recorder full-scale setting for scau of sample
94 was half that of the otier two sampla. Scans made during peak selection, using an older-model Philips diffrac-
tomefer that was replaced prior to quantitative work.
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which hornblende was determined in this work, four
Cornelia specimens yielded anomalously high inten-
sities for 151. These samples were unique in contain-
ing an obvious rim of hematite on magnetite, as well
as sipificant orthopyroxene. fthopyroxene-bearing
samples without visible hematite yield reasonable
hornblende estimates in this study.

The principal biotite peak 001 is the best availa-
ble choise for this phase despite interference from
muscovite. Many granitoid rocks, including the tlree
plutons employed here, contain only minor musco-
vite. For two-mica granites, it would be necessary
to develop calibration curves for ratios between the
micas. The only K-feldspar peak that performs satis-
factorily, 1l l, is very small (Fig. 2), and has not been
employed for quantitative work previously.
Orthoclase is the species present in plutons of this
study, but an early application of the method in our
laboratory (Cornell 1985) suggests that misrocline
concentration can be estimated satisfactorily from
the same peak and calibration function by applymc
a shift in peak-search range to22,22-22.50" ?i.The
quartz "peak"-ielected here probably has been
avoided in previous work ofthis type because severaJ
quartz reflections combine over a broad ?fr range,
and tle overall pattern is complex (Fig. 2). Neverthe-
lss, ttre search range cited in Table I worls very well'
and its center is unchanged from the first selection
made for it in initial work. The 301 reflection prob-
ably is most often selected by the search parameters
of our method. We investigated many plagioclase
peaks, none of which performed well. The moderate-
intensity 131 peak produced the bet-fitting and most
linear calibration curve.

Data trcatment

In defining calibration curyes, observed count-
rates are converted to logarithms before averaging
multiple readings and fitting linear functions of )(RD
log-intensity versa,t concentration. We choose to
transform the data, rather than adopting the more
usual procedure of fitting the observations to a the-
oretically appropriate curve, for two principal rea-
sons. The fust is that we do not know how to deter-
mine the appropriate function from X-ray theory.
The procedures followed depart in too many ways
from tlose which clearly permit acceptanc€ of an
established relationship between intensity and con-
centration. For example, mass-absorption coeffi-
cients are not considered, background intensity is not
determined, and phases will adopt differing degrees
of preferred orientation in response to packing under
pressrue. An exponential relationship probably
should be expected, but the specific type is unclear.
The second reason is statistical in nature, with trans-
formation required in order that tests on the data
can employ the most efficient and powerful statis-

tics: those which require data to have a normal
(Gaussian) distribution.

Both concentration and intensity variates are
involved. Compositional variables for major com-
ponents (quaru and the feldspars) have positive
binomial distributions tlat provide a sufficient
approach to normality without transformation.
Compositional variates witl relatively low abun-
dance and a tendency to cluster (e.9., amphibole and
biotite in this study) in some cases can be shown to
follow the negative binomial distribution (Griffiths
1967, p. 297). T:he arcsine transform is used to
produce a normal distribution in these cases, and we
do employ it on amphibole in fitting the calibration
function. Specifically, we use: arcsin l(amphibole
proportion + 0.005) 0'51. Whereas regression fit for
amphibole improved after transformation, resulting
in slightly better estimates, the fit was unaffected for
biotite, and no transform is used for it. Observed
data tend to describe exponential trajectories in scat-
ter diagrams of intensity vent /s concentration (Fig.
3B). In addition, this figure displays increased dis-
persion at higher conc€ntrations' implying that a
proportional relationship exists between mean and
variance in the intensity data. A logarithmic trans-
form is indicated in order to produce a more nearly
normal distribution, with mean and variance uncor-
related (Griffiths 1967, Table 15.1).

These are some of the observations and reasoning
that led to use of transformations. Evidence tlnt ttrey
are appropriate for the intended purposes is provided
by the linearity of the calibration functions after
transformation, and the production of more equal
dispersion throughout their extent. One small test
of an alternative procedure was conducted using data
plotted in Figures 3A and 3B. The general second-
order polynomial Garabolic) function was fitted to
data in the latter. In comparisou to an 8090 fit of
the linear funstion to these untransformed data, tle
curvilinear fit is 83%. As indicated in Figure 3A, the
log-linear fit is 89q0. Quartz content was estimated
for 43 independent Cornelia samples from both the
log-linear and parabolic functions. Estimates from
the latter curve showed slightly larger av€rage errors
(-1.3 modal 9o bias, versus -1.0t/o;2.3V0 average
residual, versus 2.0t/oi and L2tlo error relative to the
amount present , versus 1090). These differences are
fairly smatl and might disappear witl choice of some
other exponential function of better fit. A much
more important aspect is exemplified by the com-
parison (in later discussion of Fig. 3D) of optical and
XRD errors. The conclusion reached there, that
quaxtz concentration (on average) is determined at
least as well by XRD modes as by optical modes,
could only be made with reasonable confidence and
clarity because the data involved have normal dis'
tributions, and their standard deviations, therefore,
have known expectations.
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A ratio of X-ray count rates of pairs of peaks has
been suggested to reduse differences produced
among samples by differential rcponse to some com-
mon treatment (ag., grinding). Intensity ratios also
have been proposed as means to reduce the impact
of matrix-absorption differences among samples
(Ot6lora & Hess 1969) or minor changes in mashine
factors such as alignment and tube output with aging
(Goehner 1982). All possible binary ratios among the
five phases were investigated. Intensity ratios witl
the quartz peak displayed the strongest correlations
with the corresponding concentration ratios. Thus
we could adopt a form of Pawloski's procedure
(1985) to compute compositions, in which the quartz
peak serves as the denominator common to ratios
formed with the other four phases. The estimated
mode may be computed by simultaneous solution of
five equations, four with the form ldo/I*no= q I
b(Xtu/X,*A. The fifth expresses the expected
concentration sum of ttre five minslals; (X.io r +
... + X.io s\ = 97. For future applications' 9790
(the approximate optical-mode average sum among
all the samples of this study) normally will be used
as the expected sum, tlough the observed optical sum
was employed for tle calibration and tests reported
here. Much better performance resulted from com-
pound ratios, however, in the form /./(Im +
.Iqu""J, substituting this ratio and its concentration
equivalent for the simFle ratios in linear equations
corresponding to the one above. Otdlora & Hess
(1969) used ratios in this form. The significance of
compound ratios in our work is that they provide
considerably better plagioclase estimates than are
obtainable from the plagioclase peak used aloue.

Prr,ot SrunY

Analysis of variance

In repeated measurement of an X-ray sount rate
on a peak for splits of one sample, variability

originates in grinding, splitting, packing' position-
ing the sample in the beam, findine the peak and
accumulating counts on it. In order to discriminate
among samples of significantly different modal com-
position, it migbt be necessary to lower variability
by replication at any one (or several) of these
procedural steps. Analysis of variance (ANOVA)
provides the means to deside if replication is neces-
sary. For this pu4)ose, three rock samples were
selected randomly from eash of three large gxanitic
suites readily available at the inception of our study:
the Cornelia pluton, the Lakeview Mountains plu-
ton of southern California (Morhon et al. 1969), and
a traverse across the Southern California batholith
(Baird el al. 1979).

Preliminary work had indicated relatively low var-
iance for biotite in response to sample position in
the diffrastometer, and quartz seemed to show the
largest. The expectation was that biotite would vary
most among replicate pressings of a single sample
because of orientation effects, and that quartz would
be tle least affected. Therefore, these two minsrals
were included intheANovA design summarized in
Table2 (replicate counting without repositioning of
the sample was knowu to yield sufficiently low elror
that a separate level of nesting was not required for
it). We were interested in discriminating samples
within individual plutons rather than among plutons,
so the results were interpreted to imply no need for
replication, either of pressings or of counts on reposi-
lioasd samples. During repeated counts on the 32
pilot-study specimens, how€ver, quartz variability by
position was found to exceed tlese ANOVA results
substantially, and two replicates for it were added
to the procedure.

The ANOVA design adopted for the other three
peaks Clable 3) deletes replicate pressings based on
the outcome described above. Because tlree samples
inadequately represent within-pluton variability, the
conservative approach seemedto be a non-nested ser-
ies of ANOVAs among which results for the worst

TABLE 2. IODEL Il, IESTED rn,tAIYSIS 0F VAiIrrlCEi qUARTZ Al{D BIoTITE XRD PEA$

Source of Yarlance

A,aong plutons

A@ng suples rlthln plutons

nmng presllngs rlthln sanples

lnong posltlons rlthln presslngs

l o t a l

df

54
80

ss
.2730
.4941

1.4201

".*2.7036
.1145
.0370

7.01 .2

lls F

2 .079 4 .6rb
.45r zo.a3b
.006 g.Bb

.001

df

18

54

80

M S F

.136s 1.664

.mr g.l lb

.0084 .Bga

.0093

ttolEs: 0rlglnat data are ]ogarlthc of XRD peak lntensltlesr F . Flsher ratlo; lils ' rean squaresi

SS .  s@s of squares; df  .  degrees of fedm. anot slgr l f lcant at .05. bslgmlf icant 8t .01.

sion line for pilot study, lighter one for all 75 samples; percentages on regtession lines = 100 I (count data are
untran$formed in B). C,F: residuals from XRD estimates for 43 test samples using pilot-study regression functions.
D: comparison of precision of optical and XRD modes (s€€ text for discussion).
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TABLE 3. I'I0DEL II, AMTYSES 0F VtnlllllcEt (-rELDSPAR, Al'lPtlIB0LE AllD PLA0IoCLASE XRD PEA(5
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Source of Va.lance

K-Feldspar: A!rcng Suples
Anong Posltlons
Tota l

I [ rphlbole: Amngsauples
Amng posltJons
t o u l

PlaglGlaser n@ng s@ples
loong posltlons
l o u  I

Cornella ptuto! Lakevld l'ltns. Pluton so. Cal. Brthollth
d f i l s F d f f i s F d f l l s F

2 .0149 4.094'd 2 .o(I,7 7.46b 2 .ur6 423b
10 .0036 12 .0001 12 .0010
72 14 14

12

2
10
12

.0941 17.4b

.0054

.0159 3.024

.0052

2 .0131 2.3ga'd 2
12 .0055 12
14 14

2 .0371 5.64c 2
12 .0065 L2
14 14

.1115 306.9D

.0004

.0389 2.584'0

tloTts: orlglnal data are logarlttuE of IRD peak lntensltlesi df . deg@s of freed@i !1s.. @an squsresi

F .  Flsher rat lo.  anot slgnJf lcant ! t  .05. Dslgnlf tcart  at  .01. cslgnl f lcant at .05. 
orec@ndatlons

based on thls as mret case for thls phase @ng the three plutons.

performing of the three plutons for a given mineral
would be used to guide recommendations. Those
cases are labeled in Table 3. It was concluded tlat
counts onK-feldspar hadto bereplicated in a second
position, and amphibole and plagioclase in three
positions.

Positioning of the sample in tle X-ray beam yields
the largest variance of concern to the proposed
method. A few samples that produced widely diver-
gent counts upon repositioning were found to behave
within expected bounds after production of a new
briquette. We infer that eccentic shape of a briquette
can cause extreme variability due to its effect on sam-
ple position in the X-ray beam. A sample spinnsr
was not available for this study, but it is probable
tlat less sensitivity to position would result from its
use.

Calibration cumes

The relationships of XRD count rates to optically
derived modal data are not plotted separately for the
pilot study, but pilot-study samples can be discrimi-
nated by symbol in Figures 3 and 4 among all 75
Cornelia samples. Percent / values (coefficients of
determination) in these figures and Table 4 express
the degree of fit of tle estimated linear-regression
functions for tle 32-sample pilot study and larger
sets of samples. For use in estimation of unknowns,
one hopes to have values near or exceeding fro/0, a
value closely approached for K-feldspar, quartz and
amphibole. Poorer fits for biotite and plagioclase are
much improved if those peaks are used to form com-
pound ratios with the quartz peak (Iable 4).

Sources of enor

The dispersion of points in the scatter diagrams
ofFigures 3 and 4 arises from several fastors other

TABLE 4. LINEAR REGRESSION SI'ilruRY

optical Varlate (x)

QUARTZ . .

K-FELDSPAR

ampHtgolrb

PLAGIOCLASE

KSPAR/(KSPAR + QUARIZ) . . .

Ar,rpH./(AMPH. r QuARTZ)b . .

BIOIITE/(BIOTITE T QUARTZ) .

PLAG./(PLAG. I qUARTZ) . . .

n Intercept Slope

32 2.07 .0219
75 2.07 .OZlz

116 2.73 .0173
32 1,&4 .0067
75 1.84 .0066

116 1.83 .0069
27 1.63 .0248
70 1.60 .0266
80 1.58 .0276
32 2.26 .0368
75 2.26 .0360

116 2.26 .0414
32 1.85 .0073
75 1.88 .0070

116 t.Al .0069

32 39.73 .0937
75 37.46 .128

116 40.10 .0836
27 37.28 .1633
70 36.86 .L743
80 36.63 .1777
32 47.13 .1207
75 47.02 .t276

116 47.07 .1254
32 34.19 .1801
75 34.88 .1738

116 34.51 .176a

Flt
(t2)

.89

.97

.83

.85

.79

.89

.88
QI

.u

.56

.64
E

.54

.za

.43

.80

.90

.90

.90

.70

.86

.84

.82

Data

Seta

1
2

I
2

2-. ^
3- ' -
I
t

I

1

2 i ^
3" '
1

I

NoTE: All ratios are expressed as perceniages.
a  I .  p i lo t  s tudy i  2  -  a l l  Corne l la  p lu ton ;3 .  a l l  p lu tons .
D Arcslne-transfomd anphlbole values aie used.
c Excludes five extrq[e values (probable hmtlte and./or

hypersthene interference ln four of them).
d Not detemined for Rocky Hill stocki less than 4, observed.
e Curvilinear flt rould improve thls; not psrfomd.

Fro. 4. Cornelia pluton pilot study (n = 32) and test (n : 43) results for amphibole, biotite and plagioclase^. A,B,E:
heavier regessicin line for pilot study, ligbter one for all 75 samples; percelrtags on regression lines : 100 l: C,D,F:
residuals from XRD estimates for 43 test samples using pilot-study regression functions (see text for derivation of
best-sum estimation procedure, which results in D.
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than error in the XRD procedure. For example, the
XRD data are derived from a much larger volume
of rock (a hand sample) tlan are tle optical modes
(a thin section from the same hand sample), so the
two methods estimate properties of samples that
differ to an unknown degree. A significant amount
of the scatter observed in all relationships is due to
imprecision in the optical modes. All represent point
counts from a singile thin sestion, employing areas
between 590 and 6n mfr and total counts ran€tng
from 1600 to 21fr). IC numbers based on 25 mm
traverse lengths range from 30 to 165, with a statisti-
cal mode near 65. From the charts of Chayes (1950,
standard deviations for reproducibility should aver-
age approximately 2 modal 9o and range from 0.3
to 3.590 for the major mineral components. Min€rats
present at 10-1590 or less will be determined with
a lower Out unknown) precision compared to that
known for the major components.

Accurary of optical modes is dependent on cor-
rect identification ofphases, but also on operational
definitions of the petrographer. Cornelia modes der-
ive from earlier work aimed at understanding mag-
matic history, in which hydrothermal alteration was
ignored wherever possible. Therefore, chlorite
produced by alteration of biotite is recorded as bio-
tite in the optical modes, but will not be so recog-
nized in XRD modes. Optical discrimination betrn'een
feldspar species was a problem of varying degree
owing to very fine-grained alteration. A minor source
of error in XRD modes is produced in the conver-
sion of optical-mode data to weight percentages,
using densities inferred from incomplete information
about the composition of the phases. These sources
of error in optical modes used as standards have to
be recognized when attempting to judge the XRD
procedure's capability.

FIG. 5. Gain4oss diagram for average modal go changes
produced hydrothermally in the sliehtly altered subset
of the Cornelia pluton test, when compared to the
unaltered subset. Results from XRD modes and opti-
cal modes are contrasted.

TESm{G TIIE METHoD

Calibration curves are defined by linear regression
of log XRD-intensity on optical mode 90. The lat-
ter variable contains measurement error. If 'his were
not the case, confidence limits could be fitted to the
regression funstion, which would express the error
expested in estimation of modal percentages from
the function. Because measurement error in optical
modes invalidates this formal statistical procedure,
error of estimation is determined empirically against
other test samples for which optical modes are avail-
able. In application, the independent variable (modal
Vo) is predicted inversely from measurement of the
dependent variable (log XRD count rate). Williams
(1983) would reverse the variates in fitting the r€res-
sion, claiming that the one to be estimated always
should be regressed as ttre dependent variable. This
recommendation is considered to be inappropriate.
One reason is that the pilot-study samples were not
selected randomly, but were picked to span tle com-
positional range of the pluton. If this procedure
introduced what statisticians term "fixed effests" (1o
be conservative, that has to be assumed), then the
variable having those effests should be regressed as
the independent variate (cl, Wadsworth 1984, Wil-
Iiams 1984, Sokal & Rohlf 1969, Chapt. 14).

The Cornelia pluton test

Forty-three Cornelia samples were available for
an independent test. Because all Cornelia spesimens
may contain the effects of minor alteration, and
because these can produce additional error in opti-
cal modes, records of the optical study were
reviewed; 13 of the 43 samples were marked as of
lmser quality owing to identification problems noted.
Figure 5 contrasts the mean values for each mineral
species in the two subsets, as determined by optical
and XRD methods. Most subset differences in mean
value, regardless of the method used, can be
attributed to hydrothermal alteration. Lesser con-
tent ofK-feldspar and biotite, and greater plagioclase
and amphibole (secondary "astinolite") in the sub-
set of 13 agree with differenses known to exist in
altered specimens. This result suggests that fairly fine
discrimination can be accomplished using means of
XRD-mode data. Also, because alteration effects
were ipored where possible in the optical modes but
not in XRD modes, the larger differences observed
between the two sets from XRD estimates may pro-
vide evidence of tle accuracy inhssgll in XRD
modes.

Test samples generally plot within tle bounds of
pilot-study data in the scatter diagrams of Figures
3 and 4, and regression functions based on 75 Corne-
lia samples are very similar 16 those based on the pilot
set of 32 (Iable 4). The degree to which the two sub-
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sets of test sampla fit the regression functions is simi-
lar, though altered samples have slightly higher dis-
persion. The best est:mates, overall, are for quartz
(Figs. 3A-D). Residuals from 43 determinations are
the smallest for this phase relative to the amount
present. Figure 3D is especially instructive in weigh-
ing the relative capabilities of XRD and optical
modes. Observed residuals from XRD-based quartz
estimates are plotted against the standard deviations
expected for quartz abundance determined bypoint
counting. These standard deviations derive from
Chayes (1956, Fig. 10, p.77), based on a 625 mfr
area of analysis and IC numbers available for 40 of
the 43 test specimens. Theoretically, in a sufficiently
large sample, 68Vo of the observations should lie on
or beneath the 1:1 line in Figure 3D if no error is
contributed fromtleXRD estimats (i.e., if the only
error is in determining the optisal modes). Our data
fit this "expectation" precisely. Ninety-five 9o of all
the samples-'should have residuals plotting on or
below the 2:1 line, given the same hypothesis about
sourc€s of error, but only 35 of the 40 (8790) do so.
Three points represent XRD residuals too large to
be accounted for by tlree standard deviations of
optical-mode error. We interpret these results to
mean that significant error in tle XRD-based quartz
estimates can be proved in perhaps ouly four or five
of40 cases; for the otler 35-36, all the error could
exist solely in the optically derived standards. There
is error in all )(RD estimates, of course, but this plot
demonstrates that it is at least as small as the opti-
cal error in most cases.

Residuals from K-feldspar estimates @ig. 3F;
Table 5) are only slightly larger than quartz residuals
if expressed as a percentage of the amount present
(termed ttrelative errort' or "percent error", hgnce-
forth). Optical modes are likely to be less precise
for K-feldspar also, because it typically is coarser
grained than quartz, and alteration effects produce
some identifisation errors for it. In addition, the X-
ray peak used for K-feldspar is very small (Fig. 2),
and the slope of the calibration curve is much flat-
ter than for other phases (this is not wident in Figure
3 because of axis scaling, but compare numerical
values for slope in Table 4). Therefore, the calibra-
tion curve for K.feldspar is most susceptible to var-
iation arising from small changs in machine factors,
such as alignment or X-ray tube aging, which would
not produce equally sipificant effects in the other
calibrations.

Relative error fss amphibole and biotite (Figs. 4C,
D; Table 5) is sienificantly higher than for the otler
two phases. Besause arnphibole and biotite are not
major components, their optical-mode precision
must be lower as well. XRD modes cannot distin-
guish and ranlk samples adequately in the 0-390
range, but optical modes rqlorted here cannot do
so either. Dispersion in the biotite scatter diagram

Fig.  B) is greater tlan in all others, as is reflected
in the poor fit of the regression function. It is
interesting that biotite counts did not need replica-
tion because they showed less repositioning variance
than the other phases, yet we cannot predict biotite
as well as the others. Four reasons occur to us: (1)
our small test of packing variability was not ade-
quate, and replicate mounts may, in fact, be desira-
ble; (2) biotite is less abundant, on average, than
other phases, so that the optical modes are less pre-
cise; (3) thq common alteration of biotite to chlorite
vels ignored purposely in optical modes, and thus
tley are inaccwate by original design; and (4) thoue[
there is little visible muscovite in these rocks, varia-
ble amounts surely arepresent inthe ubiquitous alter-
ation products of the feldspars. Because the principal
biotite and muscovite peaks soincide, some interfer-
ence effects can be expected.

Estimates for plagioclase that derive from the l3l
peak are not satisfactory. The calibration curve fit
to pilot-study data is relatively poor (Fig. 4E), and
estimates derived from it for the Cornelia test set
have significant positive bias and some extreme
residuals (maximum of {V{ modal 9o). The analy-
sis of intensity ratios is described in detail here
because the ratios provide means to make better esti-
mates of plagioclase. Simple Itu/Io*E ratios per-
form very poorly, however (table-5). Pilot-study
calibration functions for these ratios provide poor
fit to the data, which are both nonlinear and disperse,
and which yield large negative estimates of co4cen-
tration ratios in 19 of43 cases. This leads to physi-
qally irnpessi6le results for two or more phases in
those 19 samples when the equations are solved
sinultaneously. The ls6aining 24 samples display
large estimation errors, as well. Compound ratios
yield much better calibratiou-curve fits and result-
ing estimates (Tables 4, 5). Given these new estimates
fromcompound ratios for tle five phases, compara-
tive data in Table 5 indicate that the best estimates
for quartz, K-feldspar, amphibole and biotite in the
Cornelia test set derive from single-peak intensities.
Because tle same intelrsity data are used for all com-
putational schemes, it can be recognized that solu-
tion of simultaneous equations has tle effect of dis-
tributing the analytical error among tle five
concentrations determined. The process results in
lesser error for tle predominant phase (plagroclase)
than oscurs by estimation from 131 intensif alone,
and greater error for each ofthe other minerals. In
compositional estimates for unknowns usiqg ratios,
error distribution among the phases will be uncer-
tain. Therefore, Pawloski (1989 emphasized that the
maximum error observed among the phases during
testing should be cited as a single error expectation
for all phases in this form of analysis.

The data permit six partially independent ways to
estimate plagioclase: (l) 131 peak intensif, (2) sim-
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TAELE 5. ATTERIIATTVE ilTNODS OF XRD-'{ODE ESTIf{ATTOil - SIJI.!.IARY STATISTICS FOR I}IREE TEST PLUTONS

PHASE SOURCE OF
ESTTI.IAII

REGRESSIOII AVERAGE SAIIPLE
FIT ESTIIIATI0I{ ERRoRS

Biasa Residualb xErrorc

VARIATIOII AI.IOI{G TEST-SET
SAI'IPLES

oDtlcal ilode XRD Estlnate' X  
s  X  s

C0R!{ELIA PLttt0N TEST (fl . a3)

Single Peak j
Quartz Slnple Ratlos'

Conpound Ratlos

Slngle Peak ,
K- fe ldspar  S lmp leRat los '

Cmpound Ratlos

S ing le  Peak i
Anph ibo le  S lmpleRat los"

Cmpound Ratlos

Slngle Peak i
Blotite Slnple Ratlos"

Cornpound Ratlos

Slngle Peak j
Slmple Ratlos'

Plagioclase Cmpound Ratios
Ratlo r,/Quartz
Dlfference Calc.
Best Sm

R0Cn HILL ST0CK TEST (N - 31)

Quartz Slngle Peak
Conpound Ratlos

K-feldspar Slngle Peak
Conpound Ratios

Amphibolee slngle Peak
Conpound Ratlos

Biotite Slngle Peak
Conpound Ratios

Single Peak
Simple Ratlos

Plagloclase Cmpound Ratlos
Ratio Vquartz
Differ€nce calc.
Best Sm

C0R!IuC0PIA T0ilAtITE TESI (il . 10)

Quartz Slngle Peak
Cmpound Ratios

K-feldspar Slngle Peak
Cmpound Ratios

Imphibole Slngle Peak
Compound Ratlos

Biotite Slngle Peak
Cmpound Ratios

Single Peak
Simple Ratlos

Plagloclase Compound Ratlos
Ratio r/quartz
Dlfference Calc.
Eest Stm

.89 -1 .0
n ln  -1 .0
n la  0 .2

.85 -0.8

.JU - r .6

.28 -3.3

.88  -0 .1
,  .71  0 .4

.85 -0.3

.57 -9.2

.63  -0 .0

.74 -0.4

.62  2 .5

.76  6 .5

.s6  3 .5
n la  2 .9
n la  1 .2
n f  a  2 ,9

-4 .9
1 . 4

-2 ,9
-2 .8

::_ ::_:
2 .O
1 .6

-7.2-:-:
-u .5
-8 .9
5 . 4

-0 .3

n ?
-0 .6

4 . 2
- 0 . 1
n n

1 . 0
- l  6

2 .5-.--:
- a .  t

2 .6

-1 .5

10
26 19 .8
i5

13
24 29.3
19
,A

48 5.0

38
70 3.7
95
L7
22
t5 38.2
l 6

t4

r o  J u . v
l0
25 13.7
22

::: 
2'0

18.8  6 .1

;;i ;:;
28.5 7.2

;;-.0 ;-.;

4 .9  3 .9

4 .8  3 .8

3 . 6  2 . 3

l: ,.,
40.9  3 .9

41.7 5.1
4 1 . 0  9 . 6
39.4  7 .7
4 1 . 1  7 . 9

26.0 2.5
32.2 2.9

10.9  2 .8
10.9  1 .9

9 . 5  1 . 4
9 . 1  2 . 2

34.2 4.9

45.0  3 .1
36.4  3 .6
( i ,  t a

45.0  3 .1

25.2  4 .L
24.3 6,8

0 . 9  1 , 7
4 .9  2 .O

1 . 8  2 . 0
1 . 8  2 . 5

8 . 1  2 . 0
5 . 5  2 . 4

6 6 . 1  7 , 6

61,.2 4.5
a q  o  1 1  n

63.1  4 .6
61.8  4 .9

2 . O
4 . 5
2.8

3 .8
6 . 7
5 . 4

1 . 4
2 . 5

1 . 4
2 , L

6 .4
4 .4
5 . 2 6 .2

t ?

2 .0

1 .0

1 .3

4 . 9
I t

3 .2

2 .2
2 .L
7 .3

3:;
q o

? n

5 . 3

1 . 1

2 . 4

0 . 8

J1

JU

7
1 0

1 '

11
1"2.

2855'

560 '

25
29

--;
L4

4

7

45.4 2.8

2 .5
3 .2
I J

4 . 4

L . 2
0 . 1

24.8

n 7

1 . 8

7 . 11 . 8
2 , O

5 . 8

i-.,
e o

3 .4

63.3  2 .9

floIES: All estimates based on calibration curves from Cornella pluton pllot-study regresslons.
For ease ln simultaneous solutlon, ratio-data regressions dld not use arcslne transform
for amphlbole.

a gi.. . (XRD estimate - optlcal estinat€).
D Residual . absolute vatue (XRD estimte - optlcat estimte).
c g efor . (resldual . 100) / optical estimte.
q 

Deletes 1.9 ol 43 sanples which yield physically lnposslble results.
e t{ot detemlned by XRD.
' Large values result frcm near absence ln optical mde.

ple ratios of all peaks to the quartz peak and simul-
taneous solution of five equations, (3) the compound
form of tlese ratios and simultaneous solution of
equations involving them, (4) solution of only the
compound ratio for plagioclase given the single-peak
estimate for quaJtz, (5) a difference calculation using
the expected analytical sum and the four single-peak

estimates, and (O a "best-sum" estimate described
below. For true unknowns, four of these computa-
tions yield plagioclase estimates that can be used to
arrive at an analytisal sum, given concentrations
derived from single-peak intensities for the other four
phases. Simple ratios are excluded, leaving (l), (3)
and (4), abov€. The best-sum procedure selests the
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plagioclase estimate, among tle tlree, that yields the
sum closest to that expected. Among Cornelia test-
set samples, the estimate for plagioclase judged best
on this basis derived almost equally often from each
of the tlree sources. On the other hand, the best sum
for every specimen of the Rocky Hill stock occurred
when plagioclase was estimated using compound
ratios, so the best-sum result is identical to the lat-
ter (Table 5). The best-sum and difference compu-
tations remain as alternatives for application and can
be compared in Table 5. The difference calculation
works best for the Cornelia test set, with the "best-
sum method" nearly as effegtive. Tests on tle otler
plutons suggest that ttre best-sum approach be
adopted for general application. The average rela-
tive error of plagioclase best-sum estimates (Table
5) is similar in magnitude to the smallest relative
errors obtained for the other major components
(quartz and K-feldspar), the latter derived from
single-peak estimates. Nevertheless, these best esti-
mates for plagioclase are less satisfactory to us than
are tlose we obtain for other phases. The largest
residual among the 43 Cornelia test samples (+ 15
modal 9o; Fie. 4F) is considerably larger than any
we betwe likely to occur in point counts of thin sec-
tions. In our experience, also, there commonly is less
relative variration in plagioclase concentration within
plutons than tlere is for otler important phases.
Thus, whereas smaller relative error in estimation of
plagioclase probably is desirable, this method san-
not achieve it.

Tests on other platons

Samiles were obtained of the Rocky Hill stock and
Cornucopia tonalite because optical modes had been
determined for them with great care. Putnam &
Alfors (1969) point-counted 4(M mm2 sawed slabs
(both sides in some cases) with a stereomicroscope,
overlaying a 1.J mm grid sheet and counting an aver-
age of 2M points per side. They reported average
expected modal error of 290 based on point-count
area and coarseness estimated by IC numbers. Thus,
precision appears to be approxi4ately comparable
to the Comelia data. In their study, the observed var-
iation was found to be small and nonsystematic for
most minerals, except for small differences in mean
values of Core and Rim facies of tle stock.

It is expectable, therefore, that Rocky Hill data
plot in roughly circular areas on the scatter diagrams
(Fig. O. All regressions on tlese data alone are non-
significant, but mean values for minerals other than
quartz and plagioclase lie very close to the line of
best fit to the Cornelia pluton data, and the range
of variation among samples occurs within that previ-
ously established. We interpret the results positively
for our study, the mean-value and degree-of-scatter
coincidences with Cornelia regressions for these three

phases being the best we could hope to see. Bias in
plagioclase results is not unexpected. The Rocky Hill
average plot lies approximately as far beneath the
calibration curve as tle Cornelia test average lies
above it. Both reflect the inadequacy of tle
plagioclase peak, used alone, in estimating concen-
tration. Because quartz estimates are the best among
all phases in the Cornelia test, it is disconcerting that
the Rocky Hill average plots somewhat off the
Cornelia trend. Every Rocky Hill sample has more
quartz than the most quartz-rich specimen from the
Cornelia pilot-study suite (as judged by optical
modes), so that this is extrapola,tion beyond the Iimits
of the Cornelia data. We attempted to extend the
range ofthe calibration curve by spiking apilot-study
sample with additional guartz powder. The original
and spiked calibration curv€s, howwer, differed sig-
nificantly in location where they overlapped. Their
difference in slope was in the opposite direction to
that required to account for the Rocky Hill results
(steeper slope for spiked samples). Available data do
not permit a test to determine if the relationship truly
becomes nonlinean'for higher quartz content, or if
the Rocky Hill optical modes or the XRD data con-
tain some unexplained bias. Whereas.we hesitate to
assign the source of our problem to others, our
limited experience suggests that optical modes on
sawed slabs tend to overestimate quartz abundance.

The Cornucopia suite exhibits some compositional
trends, but includes only 10 samples. Eight are from
tle tonalite unit of the Cornucopia stock and two
are from small satellite plutons (Red Jacket and Last
Chance), though all are'labeled Cornucopia tona-
lite here. Because these sampla were received in pow-
der form, they were ground differently than all others
and appear to be distinctly coarser than our usual
material. Taubeneck's (1967) optical modes were
derived from at least 24(F points counted over thin
section areas of 1500-1700 mm2. IC numbers aver-
age 44 in the intoior zone and 56 in the border zone.
These data frt the Corneliadefined regression lines,
but they display considerable scatter @ig. O. Grind-
ing differences may account for this, but we suspect
that optical-mode error may contribute to it as well.
We interpret statements in Taubeneck (1967) to indi-
cate determination of IC numbers over 4(Fmm-long
traverses in soafelling areas of modal analysis [an
unfortunate result fostered by lack of clarity in
Chayes (1956) about the traverse lengths usedl. If
based on traverses 40 mm long, rather than 25 mm,
modal error would be nearly twice as large as Taube-
neck intended (averagtng 2.5-3.0Vo, rather than
1.590). Assuming the validity of these two reasons
for the larger scatter, we conclude that overall, the
Cornucopia results support the applicability of our
method.

Fieure 7 shows that data from the three plutons
conform very well to calibration funstions based on
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PLAGIOCLASE

BIOTITE +AMPHIBOLE

BIOTITE AMPHIBOLE

compound ratios for all phases. A much better fit
is achieved for plagioclase (Fig. ?A) and biotite @ig.
7D) than is obtained for curves based on individual
peaks. The calibration for the K-feldspar ratio
among all plutons (FlC. 7B) is nonlinar, but tle 8090
linear fit is amarked improvement overtleverypoor
fit this ratio displays for Cornelia data alone (Table
4). Table 5 presents a more quantitative comparison
among all plutons of the metlods tlat produced the
bst estimates in tle Cornelia test. Compound ratios
perform better than single-peak intensities for all
phases of tle Rocky Hill stock (see also Table 4 and
Fig. 7). The bias present in estimates from the quartz
and plagioclase peaks, noted above, may be the prin-
cipal cause of this difference from Cornelia pluton
results. The Cornucopia tonalite performs more like
the Cornelia stock in that single-pak intensities yield
the best estimates for biotite, K-feldspar and quartz,
with plagioclase derived most accurately from tle
best-sum procedure. Given tle very small quantities
of amphibole present in tle tonalite, botl methods
work well for it, though the compound-ratio perfor-
manse is exceptionally good. Note that all tlese
quantitative comparisons utilize calibrations from the
Cornelia pilot-study suite, rather than from all 75
Cornelia samples. This was done to permit exact
comparisons amongthethreetct suits. AII 116 sam-
ples from this study can serve to define calibration
curves for further applications in our laboratory
Cfable 4).

Petrologists reasonably should expect that a new
method for modal analysis be able to discriminate
among plutons that differ compositionally, and be
capable of defining trends in compositional varia-
tion rvithin individual plutons. These are two of the
most important requirements in the routine petro-
logical study of granites. Figure 8 compares composi-
tional variation for all test-set specimens within and
among tle three plutons of the study, from modes
determined both by optical and XRD metlo{s. The
differences that exist between plots of XRD and opti-
cal data do not detract sigrificantly from the ability
to discriminate among the plutons, or from the defi-
nition of compositional variation within each.
Whereas tlere are limitations and weaknesses in the
method, as reviewed below, tle performance
revealed by Figure 8 seems sufficient cause to
encourage the application of the method to petro-
logical problems.

independent test samples from tlree plutons (n = 84).
XRD modc estimated from Cornelia pilot-shrdy regres-
sion funqtions. For plotting purpose$, all Rocky Hill
samples were assigned an XRD contelrt of amphibole
equal to the optically determined amount (astual con-
terj <4t/o optically; not determined by XRD in this
study). Solid lines delineate optical-mode range by plu-
ton (squares: optical-mode plots). Dashed lines and
crosses represent XRD-mode range and plots.

w\
K-FELDSPAR

K-FELDSPAR

,J ,,1
o , '

'gl=,
sl ea

Ftc. 8. Comparison of optical and XRD modes for all
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DFcUssIoN AND STJMMARY OF TIIE METHOD

Our method caa be applied in other laboratories,
but the specific calibration functions reported here
almost certainly cannot be transported. It is not an
ideally general method, but if appropriate optical
standards exist at anotler facility, the procedure can
be developed by a process abbreviated from the pilot
study reported here. Perhaps tle largest barrier to
routine adoption of this method is the need for sig-
nificant numbers of optical modes over a substan-
tial part ofthe granitic range in developing calibra-
tion curves. We have indicated our skepticism about
modeling rocks by artificial preparations (except
where no choice exists). If optical modes can be
determined, a time-saving and potentially effective
approach would be to obtain very precise and
accurate values for just a few specimens representa-
tive of mafic, intermediate and felsic members of a
target suite, and to mix their powders to produce a
spectrum of standards.

The elements involved in this work ttrat are likely
to be generally usetirl to others are identification of
the peaks that are of most value for estimation,
demonstration that data transformations can be
important means to achieve better fit of calibration
functions and more precise estimates, and tle com-
parison among alternate computational schemes in
achieving the best estimates for each mineral.

Limitations of the data sets and the scope of inves-
tigation should be recognized. None of tle rocls used
has a visually sienificant content of muscovite, for
example. Where it is abundant, the biotite relation-
ship employed will be affected. Cornelia rocks have
abundant orthoclase, but the otler plutons have
much less K-feldspar. A change in tle peak-search
range is required if microcline is the K-feldspax spe-
cies of interest, and further study may be advisable
to determine whether the same calibration function
serves equally well for both species. Hematite or
orthopyroxene (or both) may interfere with the
amphibole peak used, a problem that surfaced in
four anomalously high values among the 85 samples
for which amphibole was determined. Whereas the
method's sensitivity extends to cont€nts of 2-3t/o for
tlree phases, the feldspars probably are not reliably
estimated below the 6-1090 range. ANOVA studies
indicate that sample positioning in the diffractome-
ter is the large'st identified source ofprocedural var-
iance. Therefore, improvemsnl and simnlification of
the method are most likely to be made by address-
ing that issue. Addition of a sample spinner proba-
bly would improve ttre outcome in our laboratory.

The recommended method determines the five
phases biotite, K-feldspar, plagioclase, amphibole
and quartz. Instrument conditions are summarized
in Table 1, and statistical expectations, in Tables 4
and 5. Calibration curves from both individual peaks

and their compound ratios witl the quartz peak
(Iable 4) must be determined inthe laboratorywhere
analysis will be done. Each sample is involved in
thee instrument runs. The first seeks and counts the
peak used for each of the five phases (Table 1). Th€
iecond (after repositioning of a sample in the holder)
counts on four peaks, excluding biotite. The final
pass redetermines plagioclase, amphibole and qlrrtz.
Taking batch gdnding and pressing into account, the
maximum time investment in one specimen will be
less than 60 minutes.

The concentration of each of the five phases is
determined by inverse estimation from average
logarithms of the appropdafg single-psak intensiW.
Plagioclase estimation requires computational steps
beyond this in order to reduce its relative error to
near-equivalence with quattz and K-feldspar; two
additionat estimates are made. The fust of these
derives from the compound concentration ratio of
plagioclase and quartz, as estimated from its calibra-
tion curve, solving it for plagioclase by substitution
of the estimated quartz content. The last estimate
is derived by forming compound intensity-ratios of
all phases with quartz, estimating concentration
ratios, and solving simultaneously for concentrations
of the five phases. Onty the plagioclase result is used.
Three anatytical sums then exist, which differ owing
to the plagioclase estimate used in each, and the
plagioclase concentration accepted is the one that
makes the sum closest to tlat expested. Computa-
tion may seem laborious when the method is
initiated, but is a minor matter thereafter.

Thibmethod has the elements we consider to be
essential for large-scale, petrological application.
Powders can be the same as those used for )(RF anal-
ysis, a rapid preparation that would be performed
in many studies anyway. The total time investment
per sample is reasonable, tlough not insignificant.
Finally, the method has been subjected to realistic
evaluations of performance. Independent sets of
samples from three plutons have been employed in
tests, which show tlat the compositional distinstions
anong the units, and the compositional trends within
each, are approximately as well porhayed from XRD
modes as from optical modes. The Cornelia pluton
tesf also demonstrated that the method is able to
characterize the compositional differences between
a subset of unaltered samples and another having
minor hydrotlermal alteration. Such capabilitie are
prominent among tlose needed by petrologists in the
routine compositional analysis of granitic rock
bodies.
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